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NTAA EC VIRTUAL MEETING – DAY 1 

Monday, August 30th, 2021 

10:00 am PT / 1:00 pm ET 

 

 

 

MONDAY, August 30, 2021, 1-5 pm ET: NTAA EC, NTAA staff and Invited Guests 

  

1:00 pm – 2:00 pm Opening Session 

A. Welcome and Introductions of new and returning NTAA EC Members 

 

B. Review and Approve Agenda 

a. Overview of agenda provided by NTAA Project Director 

Need to prepare for Janet’s session, something we’re doing during this session? (Yes) 

Highlight recommendations from the Biden Agency Review Team, discuss ARP letter, and ask 

how EPA can meet shared priorities.  

 

R5 Primary: Really push for this, pull out elevator talking points. What are we asking of Janet? 

Make sure we have this down. Need to have a layout and rough agenda to get through the topics.  

Pat Childers: Joe preparing talking points on rules, Janet coming as a “friend of the org”, not in-

depth talking points. 

  

AK Primary notes: Would like to have EC speak more than the NTAA staff. We don’t have a lot 

of time to speak with the EPA, something we need to think about. More important for the 

committee to speak. 

  

Motion to approve: R4 Primary motion to accept, R6 Alt. seconds motion to accept. No 

discussion. No Abstentions. No Objections. Motion passes. 

 

C. Review Talking Points for each EPA office: 

a. Intros of EC members and staff 

 

b. Discussions on ARP funds: Summarize NTAA recommendations 

R5 Primary: Staff take top 3 discussions, as a cheat sheet and asking questions to engage with 

EPA office. Want facts and details.  

 

Action Item: Create a crib sheet with talking points paired with an EC member. ARP, 

Biden, and STAR recommendations. Volunteers to summarize each recommendation: 

Biden Recs (NTAA Chairwoman), STAR (R5 Alternate Rep), and then ARP (R5 Primary 

Rep). 

 

These are NTAA recommendations; how can we meet EPA to reach these priorities? Segway to 

hear from EPA (AK Reps) 

Pat Childers: Not much to say about the ARP funds because it's still in play.  
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AK Primary: Can mobile sources include barges, ports, cruise ship issues, climate change, outer 

continental shelf, etc.? Also, have an exchange with OITA?  

Pat Childers: May come up in the port's decisions. Meeting on Wednesday with OTAQ, bring it 

up then. Will have an exchange with OITA.  

NTAA Tribal workgroup to do a better job at keeping up with AK issues as stated in the STAR. 

Something that AK Primary may be interested in. Would be a good discussion point for NTAA 

EC.  

 

AK Primary: Restart AK Tribal Air Calls, how she received recommendations from AK 

villages.  

Pat Childers: Erin McTigue is running those calls, but not getting much following. 

NTAA Project Director: Give AK Primary Rep a few minutes after R5 Primary Rep gives an 

overview on the ARP funds and see what a priority for AK villages is.  

 

Action Item: Add Alaska talking points from past EC members. Will provide for 

Tuesday’s call. 

  

R5 Primary: Must make sure we don’t “cross-pollinate” when talking with certain EPA officials.  

Pat Childers: OITA is focused on gas, strategic plan, direct implementation. What they will 

update us on. 

 

R6 Primary: Acknowledge the work EPA and Tribes in Oklahoma are doing with the McGirt 

decision.  

Pat: Andy Byrne is covering this conversation. 

R6 Primary: Still in consultation right now so they may not have much to say. Now with the 

Biden admin consultation is back open. Still seeing a lot of criminal stuff, SAFE-Tea is all that 

the Tribes have.  

 

NTAA Project Director: R6 Primary to acknowledge EPA’s work and consultation (SAFE-TEA) 

and McGirt decision outcome and what it means for Tribes during the OITA update section.  

  

Pat Childers: On Wednesday, Office of Environmental Justice (OEJ), complementing them on 

their webinar series and suggest they do one on McGirt decision and its implications on Tribes. 

Discussion on jurisdiction as well. Similarities on tribal lands and treaty rights.  

 

D. NTAA recommendations on Equity and Justice 40 with OEJ 

a. NTAA Project Director: Try to ask OEJ, how do Tribes fit into this 40% set aside. 

How are they going to ensure that tribes whether they are considered 

‘disadvantaged’? Other ideas from EC? Helpful to have EC members prep these 

questions.  

 

R6 Alternate Rep will pose these questions. NTAA Staff to provide a cheat sheet. 

https://www.americanprogress.org/issues/green/reports/2021/06/22/500618/implementing-

bidens-justice40-commitment-combat-environmental-racism/  

  

b. How to discuss STAR priorities and recommendations for EPA 

https://www.americanprogress.org/issues/green/reports/2021/06/22/500618/implementing-bidens-justice40-commitment-combat-environmental-racism/
https://www.americanprogress.org/issues/green/reports/2021/06/22/500618/implementing-bidens-justice40-commitment-combat-environmental-racism/
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NTAA Project Director: Will send EC list of recommendations, a crib sheet. 

  

c. How to address NTAA’s policy response plan for 17 EPA rules with OAQPS 

NTAA Project Director: Developing an online calendar for rules coming up. Sent a slide deck 

with a summary. If you have any questions let me know how to move forward.  

  

2:00 pm – 2:15 pm 15-minute break 

  

2:15 pm – 3:00 pm: American Lung Association 

Invited guests include Laura Kate Bender, Liz Scott, and Katherine Pruitt 

 

A. Updates on ALA’s work on air quality and climate change 

a. Laura Kate Bender: Broad regulatory priorities for Biden Admin:  

i. Address climate change and health impacts, clean up pollution and 

maximizing health benefits. EPA proposal on cars, big priority to drive to 

zero emissions, trucks, delivery vehicles, multiple pollutants, and buses.  

ii. Stronger standards for light and heavy-duty vehicles. Working with EPA 

to reconsider and wait for a response. Attended a public hearing last week; 

this round to be as strong as possible and a critical first step. Need to set 

stronger standards for the next round of cars and trucks by 2030.  

iii. Release a couple transportation polls, widespread public support to drive 

zero emissions, and electrifying buses. Widespread support on a bipartisan 

basis. These policies are necessary to drive these priorities.  

iv. On high alert for EPA to set stronger standards for methane emissions, 

new sources and existing sources for these long overdue standards. Limit 

carbon pollution as well. 

v. Overturning the last administration NAAQS is also a high priority. 

Summer of 2022 is the next proposal and finalized in 2023. Previous 

admin acted to reconsider finding of Mercury toxic standards; EPA should 

announce a reconsideration on this, their next meeting with OMB is next 

week. Unsure of the timeline.  

vi. Bigger picture: 1) last year's report supporting EVs, zero emission 

vehicles, will be doing an update to this report based on new research. 2) 

Talk more about benefits between light and heavy-duty emission vehicles 

for next year. 3) wildfire policy brief; connect people with resources. 

Policy will touch on climate change. Research review of wildfire 

prevention strategies to learn about long term lung health to advocate for 

wildfire prevention.  

  

b. Liz Scott: This is the best opportunity ALA has to see large-scale action on 

climate change and reducing emissions and cleaning up air pollution. ALA and 

the Hill, advocating for priorities that Protect Health and taken a 2-track 

approach: 

i. Request for bipartisanship, bipartisan infrastructure bill has gone to the 

House $600 billion on new spending on brick-and-mort 
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ii. ar infrastructure and some investment on those with a goal to reduce 

emissions.  

iii. Budget reconciliation: Congress used in March to pass the APR, using a 

budgetary tool that allows the bill to pass through the senate with 50 votes. 

All 50 senators voted, and VP Harris voted, broke the tie, and passed. $3.5 

trillion worth of spending going towards climate related programs, 

healthcare, childcare provisions.  

iv. The Senate passed a budget resolution, sent to the House, and passed, and 

currently committees are drafting legislation. Timing is that it's expected 

to see some sort of reconciliation drafted in September, the House will 

vote. Deadline is September 27th. Wrapped up in October. This is on top 

of the regular appropriations.  

 

Budget reconciliation: Doesn’t believe AQ monitoring funding set aside in the Bill. There is a 

big effort to push for more AQ funding in the reconciliation bill, but there’s a cap on what 

they’re able to spend. A lot of groups are going for a small pot of money.  

  

NTAA Project Director question: Any additional funding? 

Liz Scott: Could be additional funding with EPA under the reconciliation bill. FY23 

Appropriations will see what the bill includes. There could be a budgetary impact and depends 

on whether it will or will not fall under the reconciliation bill. Things like grant programs, 

language cannot pass through reconciliation. All this is currently being drafted. 

  

Laura Kate Bender: In their appropriations advocacy; worked with NTAA and NACAA to 

overcome challenges. These processes are not separate from each other. 

  

NTAA Project Director question: More updates on methane. ALA sent info on a letter they are 

submitting. 

Katherine: BLM Coal Leasing; request for info from BLM mgmt., collecting input on coal 

leasing on federal lands. 

Info has to do with pricing and siting. Asking for input on climate impacts, extraction, and usage.  

Health partners indicated interest in working to send info. Ask NTAA if there are impacts 

specific for Tribal lands to include. 

 

R10 Primary: Kootenai Tribes are dealing with these issues. Tech mines in BC have been 

excavating for coal, iron quality considered. Biggest impact is the selenium in rivers, impacting 

the fish, etc. Not just in NW, but all over and seeing more of its impacts. Not just talk about air 

but the whole picture. NTAA has not had the opportunity to sit and talk about how to support 

this but will in the future.  

Katherine Pruitt: will comment and reference on the land and water impacts and its concerns for 

the people who live on the land for subsistence use.  

  

NTAA Project Director: ALA can send a draft letter to NTAA who can sign on it if requested 

with EC approval. During MSWG, to have ALA on to talk about EVs and health 

improvements.   
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R10 Primary question: Justice 40; is ALA playing a role in that document? 

Laura Kate Bender: tried to incorporate in what they’re advocating for, overarching priorities. 

Asked for 40% of the investments themselves. Mostly kept it high level. 

Katherine Pruitt: one area the administration is talking about is strengthening the monitoring 

efforts that would benefit tribal air programs, and radon. 

  

c. ALA’s Recommendations for NTAA’s meeting with EPA leadership 

NTAA Project Director: Keep in touch about the methane letter.  

 

Laura: Open to providing a presentation during the MSWG. pressed EPA on many things but 

curious on what they are doing with methane.  

Liz: Also, reconsideration of the ozone standards, is there anything new? 

 

Action Item: Send an invite to the American Lung Association for a roundtable discussion 

with EPA on methane rule. 

  

d. Open Discussion 

  

3:00 pm – 4:00 pm: National Association of Clean Air Agencies 

Invited guests include Miles Keogh with other NACAA staff he invites Karen Mongoven, and 

Miles Keogh 

 

A. Updates on NACAA’s work on air quality and climate change 

a. Miles Keogh: Sent a round of our year and review letter this morning. Wraps up 

in four pages of our highlights. Back in October crossed another milestone, in a 

year of pivoting to include EJ and more environmental impacts on regional levels. 

- Advance clean air protection on an equity level. Redid our mission and 

values statement to now include equitable clean air protections for all.  

- Since then, we did a baseline survey to see what we lack and what we are 

doing right. Just wrapped up a survey ten days ago and analyzed data. 

About 45 of 155 agencies responded. Wrote a transition letter, with seven 

core messages.  

- The most important thing we did after that was work with Congress with 

some of the stimulus spending to include air. Helped Congress with the 

language to help the ARP money to move forward. Most will go to AQ 

monitoring.  

- Work with local and state agencies and how to make them work for air. 

Shared mission for equitable air.  

- Wide ranging letter that addresses NOx from heavy duty engines and 

vehicles. Accelerate the rulemaking schedule they announced. Include 

2027 model but want them to move faster on these rules. Implement some 

improvements on the NOx side. Also, did testimony on the SAFE 2 rule. 

Cumbersome comment process.  

- Did oral testimony support the general direction they are headed. One 

national program. As long as the program is robust, and benefit focused.  
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- Did more comments on HFCs. Mostly supported drawdown proposal. Put 

money into researching and coming up with alternatives. (i.e., bear spray). 

Other comments pointed towards the last admin. Wood heaters, etc.  

- Remain engaged on the enforcement side of ICIS, Integrated Compliance 

Information System (ICIS)  modernization and reaching out to Tribes so that 

Tribes voices are included as the modernization of ICIS moves forward.  

- In November EPA did research that indicated pickup truck tampering and 

the pollution coming from that. Will follow up on that with the new 

administration.  

- Virtual modeling workshop and emissions inventory, exceptional events 

filing, more work modeling steering committee, AQ awareness week did 

60,000 social media hits. Measures and a SEP and how to run a world 

class organization. Increase awareness for a shared common mission. We  

- replaced our website.  

- Will meet virtually until January depending on our board. 500-600 people 

attended our virtual meetings. Uptick at least 25% with attendance. Next 

big meeting October 20-21. Have some high-level representatives for COP 

26, Glasgow, Scotland. Make or break meetings.  

- On the hill one of the things, we are spending time on is appropriation that 

will carry use for the next three months. It's been 17 years and we are 

working with the same money. Asking for $90 million, the admin will 

give $91 million, language is almost the same.  

- Help Tribes ask to be the most effective as possible. Reconciliation is our 

other priorities. Title 5 funding, come up with a fix for that. Need new 

ideas to address long term funding.  

  

R5 Primary: If the state can't be on top of it then we don't have the permit authority. Am 

interested in that conversation.  

  

AK Primary: The issue I have is villages surrounded by Oil Rigs, cruise ships, and mining. What 

do you have for AK? 

Miles Keogh: The issues facing the villages in AK are different from the lower 48. In terms of 

air, they are the same. The pollution sources you mentioned have emissions. State, Tribe, and 

local agencies can address some of the AQ issues in these communities. All require the feds to 

do something. Federal measures. Our committees are putting together a strategy to get non-

attainment to attainment areas regarding criteria pollutants.  

  

Miles Keogh: Other stuff on the Hill, a lot of bills out there. Spend money on sensors and 

monitors. All entities have the resources to solve the problem. With a shared voice, where you 

put out bills that we have the resources to solve the problem and not just admire the problem.  

- Out of EPA is the NAAQS Rule 

- Methane rule in the next month.  

- Before the end of year, the power plant rule. See if there is a legal 

challenge that we can help each other be strong.  
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R5 Primary: Follow up on the sharing of rules. Support each other more.  

  

b. NACAA’s Recommendations for NTAA’s meeting with EPA leadership 

  

c. Open Discussion 

  

NTAA Project Director: How is EPA tackling the EJ 40 construct. Have you guys provided any 

input on how the funds will be allocated?  

Miles Keogh: Not currently. Movements from different groups making proposals and lists that 

will be used for recommendations. $100 million must go to these state and local communities. 

50/50 split. 

  

4:00 pm – 5:00 pm: Moms Clean Air Force                                                         

Invited guests include Shaina Oliver, Liz Brandt, and Patrice Tomcik 

 

A. Updates on Mom’s work on air quality and climate change 

a. Liz: Clean Car Standards: EPA Hearings last week on stronger emissions for cars 

through model year 2026. Last week we had members testify on stronger 

emission standards. Open until September 27th. Electrifying the transportation 

sector. Some issues concerning lithium mining regarding the electrification of 

vehicles. Looking for NTAA recommendations about the issue.  

 

Shaina Oliver: Would like the EPA to prioritize setting stronger emission standards regarding 

heavy and medium duty trucks. Create multi-pollutant standards. For areas with heavy traffic 

areas, especially rural and industrial areas.  

 

  Patrice Tomcik: Oil and Methane emissions: 

- Cutting new and existing emissions from oil and gas industries. Looking 

for comments, the rule is proposed in September. Ensure that the EPA is 

going out and looking for the leaks and have the operators to fix them.  

- We do not want any exemptions, especially low volume operators. When 

stopping methane leaks, other pollutants are captured as well. Prevent 

wells from being abandoned. Operators take responsibility. Sept/Oct 

timeframe for the proposals of these rules.  

 

  Elizabeth Brandt: Coal fired power plants:  

- Oppose ACE. Moms don’t have a particular proposal right now but 

advocate for the reducing and replacing coal fired power plants.  

 

Elizabeth Brandt: NAAQS: 

- Come together to support advancing strong PM and Ozone standards 

ASAP.  

- Final rule by 2023, Moms will be taking part in that process. 

- Had 100s of people testify for the last NAAQS proposals. If NTAA wants 

to participate in this next NAAQS process.  

- Want EPA to commit to Ozone NAAQS.  
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Shaina Oliver: AQ Monitoring: 

- Putting more resources towards AQ monitoring and advocating for greater 

funding for Tribal AQ monitoring.  

 

Patrice Tomcik: Mercury Air Toxics Standards (MATS): 

- Reinstate the “Appropriate and necessary finding”. Next week Mom’s will 

talk with OMB and participate in the comment period for this.  

- Moms’ want to strengthen the MATS standard.  

 

Elizabeth Brandt: Translation of the Fact Sheet:  

- First language will be in Navajo. Open to having the fact sheet translated 

in other languages.  

- Would love to do profiles with other Tribal Environmental programs. This 

will help bring awareness to climate change and air pollution.  

- Help create a toolkit for Tribes or other Tribal entities to get involved with 

air quality and climate change.  

 

R1 Alternate: Like the translation of materials. Good if there is an audio translation as well.  

 

AK Primary: Upik (Alaskan language), you can let me know if you want to do it in our language. 

A lot of villages in AK go to trainings that are in English. When trainings are translated into 

Upik, residents have a better understanding. 

 

R5 Alternate: Midwest issue regarding Taconite. Issue is MACT standards EPA issued in 2003. 

Since then, multiple lawsuits have been filed.  

 

NTAA Project Director: Will take this list and with the help of the EC and prioritize what we can 

do. What is your idea for a toolkit?  

Elizabeth Brandt: Open to suggestions. A lot of communities are starting from ground zero. How 

to start an AQ program etc. Something that makes it simple for organizations that have little to 

no staff to get involved.  

Pat Childers: Have them speak to the TAMs SC on training and the loaner program. Good 

resources.  

 

NTAA Project Director: Heard from ALA about your concern about ozone NAAQS. We are 

invited by the EPA to a round table discussion in September for the proposed rule. Also, we are 

in the works of a baseline needs assessment about specific needs for Tribes to conduct AQ 

monitoring.  

 

Patrice Tomcik: There is a methane letter that has a lot of talking points that will be useful for 

the round table.  

 

Elizabeth Brandt: What is EPA doing regarding methane and power plants?  
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NTAA Project Director: Anything they propose will be strong when they are sued when the rule 

is released. EPA being very tight lipped about it.  

 

Pat Childers: In Joe’s talking points, but no real update yet.  

    

    

 5:00 pm:  End of Meeting 
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EC VIRTUAL MEETING SUMMARY – DAY 2 

August 31st, 2021  
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6 
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  X      
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Benedict              

  Steve Smith X   
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7 Billie Toledo X  
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4 Scott Hansen           Lucas Bair X 
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Linda Weeks 
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  Joy Wiecks X                 
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Andy Bessler X 

Mariah Ashley 
X 

Ryan Tsingine X 
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NTAA EC/EPA VIRTUAL MEETING – DAY 2 

Tuesday, August 31st, 2021 

10:00 AM PT / 1:30 PM ET 

 

 

TUESDAY, August 31, 2021, 1-4 pm ET: NTAA EC, NTAA Staff, Ex-Officio, OAR Senior 

Tribal Program Coordinator and Invited Guests (who may also bring EPA staff not listed 

below that they wish to join) 

 

1:00 pm – 2:00 pm: U.S. EPA’s Administrators Office/Office of Air and Radiation (OAR) 

 

Invited guests included: Janet McCabe (Deputy Administrator), Joe Goffman (Acting Assistant 

Administrator OAR), Alejandra Nunez, Tomás Elias Carbonell (Deputy Assistant Admin for 

Stationary Sources), Pat Childers, Courtney Hyde (Office Director, filling in for Betsy Shaw) 

 

A. Introductions 

a. Janet: Excitement at EPA under Biden Administration and Michael Regan. A lot 

of attention working with Tribal issues. Grateful for the support for her 

nomination and ultimate win.  

 

NTAA Project Director: Moving forward, policy decisions, regulatory work, ways they engage 

with people, is it equitable?  

Janet McCabe: Looking to create a National Program Office focused on Environmental Justice 

(EJ) to elevate and empower voices within EPA that focus on EJ and Office of International and 

Tribal Affairs (OITA), putting concerns of Tribal nations and EJ communities at the forefront. 

Respect Tribal sovereignty, treaty rights, are recognized by Administer Regan. Office of Air and 

Radon (OAR) has a long positive working relationship with Tribes, NTAA is a good ally in this 

work.  

 

B. NTAA’s STAR highlights and recommendations from NTAA Recommendations to 

Biden’s Agency Review Team: How do we move forward together?  

a. Rescind Affordable Clean Energy Rule:  

Joe Goffman: Administrator Regan has been looking at the Rule in context of a comprehensive 

strategy for the power sector. Should look at the entire toolbox to address the power sector, as a 

whole, with its respect to public health and the environment (Land, water, air) impacts. 

 Will be moving forward shortly. Obligated to start addressing long range transports that affect 

downwind ozone and NOx reductions from power plants. Move forward with GHG in the power 

sector, looking at new natural gas and coal fired power plants. Not just addressing one pollutant, 

but the entire suite of public health impacts that the power sector poses.  

 

R5 Primary: Is there any timeline laid out? 

 

Joe Goffman: Not laid out publicly. Good news: internally has a work timeline they are 

proceeding expeditiously. Talking weeks and months, not months and years. All this work is 

really a priority for the Administration and the White House. Next couple months will see what 
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the agenda is on climate change (CC) and the actions will start rolling out at the same time as the 

announcements. 

 

Tomas Elias Carbonell: as we move forward, want to engage broadly with stakeholders and the 

key problems we wish to address including GHG regulations.  

 

Joe Goffman: What is the most helpful way to proceed? (Present with previous recommendations 

from NTAA, provided an overview) 

 

Joe Goffman: fingers crossed we get the funding. All decisions are downstream. 

 

b. Treatment In a Similar Manner as A State (TAS):  

Match requirement removed for DERA. Application amount was 50% more than ever before.  

 

c. Supplemental Environmental Projects (SEP):  

R5 Primary: Knowing there’s a change in requirements on SEPs. What are you hearing about it?  

Joe Goffman: May be undershooting on who to engage with. This is more under the Office of 

Compliance and Insurance.  

 

NTAA Project Director: With Janet being on with the VW settlement. Tribes had to get their 

proposal in for the last year of funding. Has been a very successful SEP and is a good model for 

Tribes to help implement clean air mitigation projects. 

 

Joe Goffman: Should take on assignments between agencies and NTAA and enforcement teams 

are firm. Everyone is excited that SEPs are back in the toolbox.  

 

Pat Childers: Jonathan Binder is interested and will get on the agenda with NTAA.  

 

Joe Goffman: Make sure OACA is integrating all of us as they identify these projects. 

  

d. Ozone NAAQS:  

Joe Goffman: Will be talking to Janet about it tomorrow afternoon and administrator in a couple 

weeks on how to go about approaching this. The decision to reconsider the PM NAAQS was 

clear cut in a particular way. Still having this discussion on the Ozone NAAQS. More complex 

record and not super clear cut on the best way to proceed. But they’re not giving themselves 

more time to come up with a good approach. It’s a tougher call, not to anything or not but on 

how to do it. The science has not been very dynamic or robust in the past couple years. Which is 

probably why it’s not clear on the best course. 

 

NTAA Project Director: Making sure the legality would be strong. Will be hit with many 

lawsuits at EPA.  

 

e. Redefine internal EPA policies on defining adjacency on once in always in:  

Joe Goffman: Mortified that the answer for this is on how to come back with a new and 

improved policy and not just go back but forget how much they made public. 
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Tomas Elias Carbonell: Not in a position to say much publicly but does not mean they have not 

been working on it. Day 1 policy under the administration. Developing plan on turning a new 

course that will help address the concerns.  

 

Joe Goffman: folks in Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards (OAQPS) are seeing this as 

an opportunity. New source review and permitting and taking lessons learned and come up with 

a new and improved 21st century approach. Will not be doing ‘once in, always in’, adjacency. 

Internal liberations have been on what they have been working on first. ‘Once in, always in’ 

takes us into different actions from major and minor sources. 

 

C. Discussion of ARP funds (what’s specifically in it for Tribes, where else in ARP can 

tribes play/benefit) 

a. R5 Primary: Tribes are in a good position to work with EPA. This funding should 

be looked upon as being successful and fulfilling EPAs equity mission.  

 

$5.6 million to address underfunded monitoring in Indian Country. “A drop in the pool” --need 

to increase that portion to 20% ($4 million) for competitive grants and a set aside for AK villages 

to 10% ($2 million).  

 

Keep consistency for Tribal monitoring and equipment loan programs going. More support for 

data collection and management for Tribal staff. Tribes should have flexibility to determine their 

Air Quality Monitoring needs and purchasing equipment. Up and coming stuff NTAA really 

wants to get across to EPA.  

 

Joe Goffman: ARP monitoring. 

Really getting a huge leadership commitment on both. Administrator Regan made clear on how 

he wanted to use these funds.  

 

Role of Tribes and the importance of getting funds to Tribes is helpful. Thoughtful approach as 

they’ve heard and aligns with Administrators goals and how beneficiaries will respond. Real 

convergence on how he wants to see this and how NTAA was thinking. Must go through the 

process and make sure their decision making is sound.  

 

Joe Goffman: Wildfires.  

President met with his cabinet and governors to elevate this as an issue. Working across the 

government to deliver information in real time to respond and act. Administrator and above is 

prioritizing this.  

 

D. Discuss how NTAA can help EPA meet shared priorities 

a. Joe Goffman: Look at August 5th Executive Order which determines what they 

are planning to do with EVs and GHGs.  

 

Ale Nunez: EV’s Clean Fleets Rule; As part of current effort to reduce emissions, looking at how 

to abate standards for fleets. Clean fleets rule in CA will try to speed up electrification. Looking 

at those fleets now being electrified and updating GHG for all heavy-duty vehicles to force the 

technology to cleaner emission standards.  
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2:00 pm – 3:00 pm: U.S. EPA’s Office of International and Tribal Affairs (OITA) 

 

Invited guests include: Jane Nishida (Principal Deputy Assistant Administrator for OITA), 

JoAnn Chase (Director of American Indian Environmental Office), and Andy Byrne (Sr. 

Advisor), Felicia Wright (Deputy Director) 

 

A. Introductions   

 

B. Update on OITA’s work with Tribes 

a. Jane Nishida: Under Biden and Regan leadership priorities emphasize Biden’s 

strengthening Nation to Nation relationships with Tribes is a priority.  

 

Memorandum sought input from NTAA. EPA one of the first to develop a Tribal consultation 

policy and includes reference/recognition to Tribal treaty rights. Now in the process of collecting 

comments received from Tribal nations to identify areas to revise consultation processes: 

- Biden-Harris Admin strengthening relationships in addition to 

memorandum, the President reconvened council for Tribal nations to 

address key issues and challenges facing Indian country.  

- Deb Haaland and Susan Rice had 2 council meetings with these 

cabinet officials. Seeing commitment from his cabinet. 

- WH council convened 6 committees; 2 deliverables to share and 

announce at WH Summit in Nov/Dec 2021. 

- International Indigenous Committee; recognizing the transboundary 

pollution issues from neighboring countries. 

- Kootenai watershed to work collectively with the U.S. and Canada 

with regards to water quality. Another example: trying to work on a 

great lakes initiative to highlight cooperation between the U.S. and 

Canada to protect the Great Lakes. Hope to have these announcements 

to be shared with Tribal Leader Summit. 

 

 JoAnn (AIEO): Memorandum of Understanding (MOU). Excited that WH  council 

on Native American Affair is operating! Exciting that agencies have  stepped up and 

meetings have been attended.  

- Tribal treaty rights embodied in that MOU was passed during the 

Obama Administration; used the original MOU to make more robust, 

add context to the history, an improved version.  

- 11 commitments with signatures forthcoming with possibility of two 

more agencies to sign and will continue to move forward to ensure 

they deliver to have the maximum amount of official present.    

- Good opportunity to bring agencies up to speed and get treaty rights on 

their radar screen and in their practice. Will continue to engage with 

the WH Council on Native American Affairs. Deb Haaland brings an 

inspiring role to the WH. 
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i. GAP Program Guidance: 

Opportunities to improve it, have heard over the years that funding allocations is fine, others not 

so much. Currently out to consult with region 10 Tribes, soon the larger 48. Opportunities to 

engage with the Tribes. It’s time to have an open and robust dialogue with the diversity of Tribes 

across the country who receive this funding. Request for one-on-one conversations available. 

Always looking for ways to improve the GAP Program and best serve the needs of nations and 

citizens. Currently there is ongoing dialogue, November is the consultation process.  

 

ii. AIEO:  

Looking forward to continuing these relationships with NTAA and the NTC and participating in 

the RTOCs. Fortunate to have Jane N. to provide her leadership.  

 

Jane Nishida: Thanks to NTAA for valuable advice as they engage with NTC as well as input on 

budget and funding issues. Their role is to make sure the agency (EPA), when they talk about 

policy and budgets, that they don’t forget the Tribal relationships they have. 

 

R6 Primary: Tribes in OK are actively engaged in new consultation coordination, happy that 

EPA is engaging with Tribes. SAFETEA and McGirt;  

- Tribes (5 in OK) depend on this rule trying to weigh in on these 

impacts.  

- Has made Tribal leaders determined and want consultation. Quapaw is 

working with Andy Byrne to set up a consultation with EPA. Thankful 

that EPA is consulting with Tribes.  

- Potential impacts to funding, Env Programs, this is not just going to 

stay in OK but can have bigger implications all over the country. Last 

year felt rushed, but this year it’s different in speaking with 

leadership.  

 

Jane Nishida: Glad to have this opportunity. Consultation period open until October; one 

statewide with Tribal nations in OK. Just had a listening session with other Tribal governments. 

Good feedback. Second statewide consultation will take place Sept. 14th.  

 

Andy Byrne: working with R6, hopeful to send new time to Craig/Quapaw Nation. 9 or 10 have 

already requested individual consultation. Second is Sept. 14th. This is one of the biggest issues 

in Indian Country; renewed effort is viewed favorably.  

 

C. NTC/NTAA relationship - How does OTIA see this relationship working? 

a. JoAnn: The relationship is important, and we have an opportunity to figure out 

how to institutionalize this relationship.  

- Associations and the NTC; how they can help strengthen that 

relationship and ensure consistent communication involved in the 

planning process, NTOC, Tribal and leadership side of the house as 

well.  

- Desire to figure out how to support and facilitate the Tribal 

components to work more in partnership. Anything they can do as a 

staff to help facilitate and strengthen that relationship.  
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- Twice a year meeting with NTC. Not just the NTOC meeting. 

Everyone is busy but how to put structures in also to increase 

communication and consistency is something they would like to 

explore with NTAA. 

 

 Felicia Wright: Express appreciation with NTAA and Tribal partnership groups  

 for putting together a budget so that NTC can put that into their reports and put it  in front 

of senior EPA mgmt.   

- Looking at how they can make this the best partnership that it can be 

and support actions.  

- How can they better formalize the work with EPA and NTC at the 

NTOC meeting?  

- What are some ideas and how can they facilitate the NTC as well? 

 

  Andy Byrne: NTC and EPA finalized an implementation guide where they laid  

  out a month-by-month calendar. A renewed effort. Hasn’t happened in a few  

  years but NTC is taking the lead. There should be a direct line of communication  

  from NTAA from NTC if there is an air issue coming up. NTC has a media group 

  that works with EPA and Tribal partnership groups. Reach out to Scott Clow to  

  increase engagement. 

 

  R10 Primary: Scott has been engaged. Would say that one of the    

  things that came up is that their leadership structure is not like    

  NTAA.  

 

  Felicia Wright: Has to do with the funding mechanism and nature of NTC is not  

  funded through grants. It’s more contractual. Working on how to make that  

  effective. NTC membership would agree that the mechanism is different and the  

  nature of what they can do. They are a default advisory. Increase contractual  

  support so there is more of a base and working on how to continue. Information  

  flow is critical for them; they’re unique from the other Tribal partnership groups.  

 

  JoAnn: Gives them the capacity to act as an advisory group to    

  administrators but doesn’t allow them to engage in support that many   

  partnership groups enjoy. It’s much more limited.  

  

  R10 Primary: Potentially put this conversation in a call with partners to clarify the 

  NTC role, etc. Consultation period open until October. 

 

  JoAnn: Can put together a presentation to be as clear as they    

  possibly can. Not just about NTC but the legal structures of who can   

  be what status and what kind of support they can receive. 

 

  R5 Primary: GAP Allocation Consultation; could be important, there’s no change  

  but should there be a change? One tweak change can change something   
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  elsewhere, affect somebody else. Really encourage folks to listen and provide  

  input. 

 

  Felicia Wright: R10 Regional Consultation is happening now.  

- Thursday is the last big coordination meeting, an information 

exchange with intertribal consortia.  

- The consultation goes until mid-November. Tribes can always request 

individual consultations.  

- Lisa Berrios is hosting Coffee Hour for folks to listen, chat, and 

express concerns. There’s a lot of concern and fear, so we don’t want 

this to be a scary thing.  

 

  Felicia Wright: GAP Allocation.  

- There was a particular bias to look at to make sure that every single 

Tribe has an equal opportunity to have an environmental presence.  

   

- GAP supplements other funding pots. There is a diversity of needs, but 

there is potential to fill those needs with other pots of money.   

  

- Looking for an increase to fund GAP, with this Administration it looks 

like it’s going to be big. Want to think about this before they blindly 

follow the previous allocation process. Just trying to see how they can 

best listen, learn, and think.  

 

  R5 Primary: Allocations not all bad, there needs to be a relook at it, but more  

  Tribal engagement so they are not surprised by the outcome. 

- Felicia Wright: You must understand the GAP funding to see how it’s 

going to go. Hopefully it’s helpful to Tribal reps to understand how the 

formula works. Want to be transparent and really understand it.  

  

  AK Primary: Remember to please consider the jurisdictional issues up in Alaska  

  and other places like OK. Also investigate different issues up in AK; like TAS,  

  they can’t apply for that because the state doesn’t recognize the Tribes.    

 

3:00 pm – 4:00 pm: Open discussion by NTAA EC Members 

 

  Adjourn 
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EC VIRTUAL MEETING SUMMARY – DAY 3 

September 1st, 2021  

  

NTAA Executive Committee: Primary and Alternate Representatives in Attendance 

           
Region 

1 Marvin Cling  X   

Region 

6 

Craig 

Kreman X  

Region 

9 

Dana Morey 

(Temp)  X 

        

 

 Maxine Paul X      

Region 

2 

Angela 

Benedict              

  Steve Smith    

Region 

7 Billie Toledo X  

Region 

10 Carol Kriebs X 

Region 

4 Scott Hansen           Lucas Bair  

  Tiffany Lozada             

      

Region 

8 

Randy 

Ashley   Alaska 

Rosalie 

Kalistook X 

Region 

5 Brandy Toft X     

Linda Weeks 

Reddoor    Shannon Issacs  X 

  Joy Wiecks X                 

 

 

NTAA Staff / Fiduciary 

Representatives 

 

Andy Bessler X 

Mariah Ashley 
X 

Ryan Tsingine X 
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NTAA EC VIRTUAL MEETING – DAY 3 

Wednesday September 1st, 2021 

9:30 pm PT / 12:30 pm ET 

 

WEDNESDAY, September 1, 2021, 1-4 pm ET: NTAA EC, NTAA Staff, Ex-Officio, OAR 

Senior Tribal Program Coordinator and Invited Guests (who may also bring EPA staff not 

listed below that they wish to join)  

1:00 pm – 2:00 pm: U.S. EPA’s Office of Transportation and Air Quality (OTAQ) 

Invited guests included: Alejandra Nunez, Sarah Dunham (Director of OTAQ), Jessica Mroz 

(OTAQ Tribal Coordinator) and Lucita Valiere (Tribal Lead OTAQ R10), Christian Chester 

(Manager of DERA Program), 

A. Introductions 

 

B. Discussion of Tribal DERA Program: 

 

How has changes to DERA impacted grant numbers? 

  

Sarah Dunham: Mandatory cost share Tribal component was a deterrent. For FY 2021 eliminated 

cost share. More interest than ever before, 23 applications compared to 11 previous. 15 new 

applicants, some EPA regions put in applications that did not before. 11 awards, $4.5 million. 

Applicants notified in August of acceptance.  

  

Do Tribes benefit under ARP regarding DERA funds? 

  

Sarah Dunham: ARP will provide DERA funds, $7 million rebate programs to replace school 

buses with EV buses. Plan to start the process with the regular rebate school bus program. Tribes 

eligible to apply in late September.  

 

NTAA Project Director: Will ARP funds for EV school buses will include EV  infrastructure.  

- Christine Chester: Rebate amount is flat amount. Whether they use funds 

for EV infrastructure or replace old school buses. Up to the applicant. 

$65,000 for regular rebate. ARP funding is TBD.  

 

C.  Update on OTAQ Rules 

 

Sarah Dunham: Trying to do a better job working with Tribe to get Tribal perspective. Want to 

continue our collaboration with Mobile Sources Workgroup (MSWG). Looking for areas we can 

engage more. This month, the light heavy-duty team will give an overview of GHG model years. 

Heavy duty team in November. Last month the President signed an EO called to strengthen 

American leadership, clean cars, and trucks. Provided road map for the next several years of 

work. Major headline is that the administration is going for 50% zero emission vehicles by 2030. 

Will take a whole government approach, not just EPA. Proposed the light heavy-duty rules 

2023–2026, comment period will be open until late September. Clean cars program back on 

track. Encourage more hybrid approaches. Standard proposes tighter GHG. 10% model year 

2023 vehicles, 5% by 2036 of GHG reduction. First steps towards zero emission vehicles. 
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Another rulemaking to set standards model years 2027 and beyond to get towards zero 

emissions.  

 

R5 Primary: More focused on urban America?  

- Sarah Dunham: Setting standards for vehicles sold everywhere in the US. 

Understanding the infrastructure is a critical component. Not all areas are 

up to par in terms of infrastructure. We set standards for vehicles sold. 

Other agencies have a role regarding infrastructure. Still being discussed 

on the Hill regarding the infrastructure bill being negotiated now. 

 

Sarah Dunham: First Executive Order (EO) required us to finalize by the end of next year to 

write standards for heavy duty by 2023. Tougher standards for heavy duty standards. Other areas 

where there is heavy duty traffic and reducing the criteria pollutants. Direction from the 

President is to set tougher standards for heavy duty for model years 2027.  

- To look at targets for specific GHG standards and make them more 

stringent. SAFE 2 heavy duty standards were made in 2016 and industry is 

already making investments on this front. Looking further out, we need 

more heavy-duty standards for 2030 and beyond. Heavy duty sector is 

already looking at fuel cell infrastructure. Making sure these rules will 

reduce GHG emissions and improve community health.  

- Aircraft rules are in the works to confront NOx emissions. Leaded 

gasoline is an area we are spending time on with the current 

Administration in many areas of the country including Alaska. Renewable 

fuel standards are a critical area as well and hearing from new 

stakeholders. For ten years congress has told us how much renewable fuel 

to use. After 2022, it is no longer in statute. EPA will be able to set 

standards ourselves.   

 

R5 Primary: SAFE 2?  

- Sarah Dunham: SAFE 2 rule is regarding model years 2026, a 5% 

decrease in GHG emissions through 2026. 

 

R6 Primary: Same as the clean fleets program? 

- Jessie Mroz: Ale N. was talking about heavy duty and our NOx proposal.  

 

NTAA Project Director: Clean trucks initiative?  

- Sarah Dunham: What the EO said is to move toward tougher NOx 

standards. We need to work on our communication. 

 

R6 Primary: Clarifying Jessie’s point of making a webinar on future MSWG calls to clarify some 

of the rules and what they mean. Thinking about having a flowchart where rule names are being 

called something different.  

 

NTAA Project Director: Would help to see EPA’s framework on how the EPA approaches this 

roadmap. It would help to better understand that framework. MSWG did a good job with getting 

that information on the EPA’s regulatory strategy with the different rule makings.  
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- Jessie Mroz: Can help put together the language on the changing rules and 

what they are called as they change. 

 

The VW settlement program has been successful. Over 70 Tribes are getting the last round of 

funding. SEPs helped provide EV infrastructure.  

 

Christian Chester: Will put together a webinar about the funding opportunities and in late 

September will be open for comments for about a month for the ARP rebate funds. After the 

regular school bus rebate program.  

  

2:00 pm – 2:50 pm: U.S. EPA’s Office or Radiation and Indoor Air (ORIA) 

 

Invited guests include Jon Edwards (Director of the Office of Radiation & Indoor Air Office), 

Dave Rowson (Director Indoor Environments Division), Nate McMichael (Director Cross 

Program Outreach), Alissa Smith, Hayden Hardie (TAMS Center), Secody Hubbard (Tribal 

Environmental Justice Coordinator), Kristen Hesla (Radon Team), Bill Long, Pat Childers 

(OAR) 

 

A. Introductions 

 

B. ARP funds for TAMS equipment calibration 

a. Jon Edwards: We did see the letter about TAMS loan program. Evaluating if the 

ARP funds can be used to calibrate or replace some of the loaners in the loaner 

program. Engagement opportunities. Tribal AQ directory. WG is focusing on 

using case studies to help with the tool.  

 

C. Update on Radon grants for Tribes 

a. Jon Edwards: $8 million for surge with an increase of $1 million. Beyond surge, 

GAP funding is available to deal with indoor AQ.  

 

R5 Primary: What is happening regarding the Match percentage?  

- If your Tribe is in a GAP or PPG, you may get a hardship waiver. October 1st 

an announcement will be made about the waiver regarding the match.  

 

R5 Primary: Any PPG eligible program will get a decrease in match or incorporation of a PPG? 

- Pat Childers: In some cases, like 105 there is language to get a zero percent 

match. Focus is grant PPG.  

Pat Childers: That if you put yourself in a PPG the deliverables are the same as GAP. A lot of 

new things are happening in the grant world.  

- Maxine Paul: Stretched GAP and PPG funds. Talk about increasing GAP 

going forward.  

 

D. Update on EPA’s Tribal IAQ Training and Resource Directory 

a. Jon Edwards: Working with Ernie Grooms and should be ready for release soon. 

Looking at case studies to help with this tool.  
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E. Any other updates from Director Edwards  

a. Environmental Justice and Climate Change 

Jon Edwards: Low lying areas can be affected. IAQ and mold. Wildfires are also an area we are 

focusing on. Updated our emergency and AQ webpage to include the most recent info regarding 

manmade disasters.  

  

AK Primary: Alaska villages is located on the Bering Sea. One village has been relocated 

because of sea level rise. The Navy helped relocate the village. Other villages are eroding faster 

than expected. Hard to relocate because of lack of resources. Indoor air is also a concern because 

of the permafrost melting leading to methane seeping into homes. During winter people cannot 

open windows leading to a methane buildup from the summer. Seeing villages sinking into the 

tundra. Happening fast and cannot plan.  

- Dave Rowson: Far amount of work being done Native Tribal Health 

Consortia addressing asthma issues. Have not done much work with 

permafrost and methane emissions. Know that HUD is looking at ways to 

prioritize IAQ grants. Foundational issues of CC are outside of our 

purview.  

  

Jon Edwards: We continue to actively update web page information with CDC and other 

agencies. (EPA.GOV/CORONAVIRUS). Actively identified research needs regarding COVID, 

building consensus driving research questions to confront the COVID problem. School’s teams 

helped update the webpage as well with help from ITEP and Mansel. 

  

NTAA Project Director: Mansel trying to field what technology is effective. HEPA filters have 

been the go-to or Indoor AQ. Trying to use UV light.  

- Dave Rowson: Working with CDC on devices that are effective. In terms 

of setting standards for IAQ devices, the private sector oversees this area 

with EPA advising. Portable air filters using HEPA air filters, with UV 

light helping as well. Our regulatory authority is governed through 

products and chemicals, not too much in terms of devices. Make sure 

Tribes have some of these products.  

  

Jon Edwards: We released the NRAP report with the final draft out there for comments. Want 

Tribes to engage.  

  

R10 Primary: The logarithm is not the same when coming up with these tools. For example, 

purple air and Air now. Need to make sure they are matching. 

- Pat Childers: We need to get TAMS SC involved with some of these 

needs and issues. 

 

2:50 pm – 3:00 pm: 15 Minute Break 

  

3:00 pm – 4:00 pm: U.S. EPA Office of Atmospheric Programs (OAP) 

 

Invited guests include Chris Grundler, Erica Bollerud (EJ Coordinator), Richard Haeuber, 

Melissa Puchalski, David Schmeltz, Jeremy Martinich, Nancy Akerman 
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A. Introductions 

 

B. What is OAP’s role in the Biden’s Administration’s climate priorities under the new 

administration and how can NTAA help? 

a. Chris Grundler: looking for feedback on how best to meet NTAA needs and what 

is most important to address them. Expected to be at the center of the 

administration's priorities considering climate change which is it. Power sector 

strategy; same goals as oil and gas sector. American Innovation and 

Manufacturing law coming up. Climate Change website is the pride of EPA, 

added new Climate Change indicators and reports. They are completely 

reinventing their approach to integrating Environmental Justice, Equity, and 

Climate Change. these new regulations they are proposing, they want to continue 

to work with tribal communities. There is a new tool for communities to use that 

focuses on power plants in nearby communities.  

 

C. CASTNET Update: Are there specific funds identified to expand Tribal CASTNET of 

NADP systems?  

a. Chris Grundler: continue to face budget challenges with CASNET. Making 

efforts to restore the budget and hopefully build on the budget with the president 

and congress. New monies for EPA as far as ARP, new opportunities, and 

competitive grant funding. Heard from tribes that there is a need with data 

management, IT systems, and training. Something that CASTNET can do.  

 

Melissa Puchalski: Reach out to David if there are questions about mercury issues. Have not 

added any new Tribal CASTNET sites since February. Working with R9 to establish a site in 

CA, San Diego. Looking to restart a NADP mercury deposition project with R9 as well. 

Currently working with Kickapoo Tribes in Kansas as well and adding an ozone monitor at the 

existing CASTNET site. OAP hosted ITEP interns; Aiden worked with CASTNET to draft a 

web page with input from tribal operators. Hope to have it published in the Fall. Both CASTNET 

and NADP hope to expand the work with tribal partnerships, send equipment to tribes, NADP 

would provide training, site support, etc. How can they make this more relevant to Tribes? 

 

R5 Primary: Thank you! Things have really gotten better. They got a new precip gage, 

responsive folks at NADP, workload release, etc. Still work to be done.  

 

Melissa Puchalski: Quarterly calls with NADP helped. Reach out to Melissa and David to set up 

connections between Tribes.  

 

D. CSAPR Update 

a. Rona: final was signed in mid-March of this year. Had the opportunity to provide 

an overview during the NTAA Policy call in late March. The revised CSAPR 

update was published in April and became effective in June. Two webinars in 

March and June explaining the provisions. 2015 ozone NAAQS; plan to send out 

SIPs next year. More to come in this regard, more info will be provided, let them 

know. Power Plans and Neighboring Communities webpage (combined HQ data 
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with EJ, has maps, users can go to specific areas of interest, demographics 

adjacent to power plants. Displays plant locations and emissions for SO2, NOx, 

CO2, PM, fine PM and community demographic indicators and tribal lands); held 

webinars on this tool, to reduce barriers and publicly access the data. Travis 

Johnson shared this tool. Plants within 50 mi of tribal lands have been added to 

the downloaded data file that identify plant and tribal lands nearby. Will set up 

sometime next week to walk through improvements and are looking for additional 

feedback. Interested in engaging with the larger community, tribal governments, 

partnerships. Hope tools will serve our interest in protecting the environment. 

https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/power-plants-and-neighboring-communities  

 

b. Jeremy M.: Presentation on Climate Change and Social Vulnerability in the U.S. 

that focuses on the 6 impacts (AQ/health, extreme temps/health, extreme 

temps/labor, coastal flooding/erosion, coastal flooding/traffic, inland 

flooding/property) under the CC Impacts and Risk Analysis Project (CIRA). 

There are two reports summarizing each of the modeling phases (2015, 2017). 

Have not looked at distributional effects, who is it affecting? Trying to ensure 

equity, how to better grasp where the risks are occurring and who’s living there. 

New iteration and a set of modeling and quantifying these impacts. The 5th 

national climate assessment will work on developing and reviewing the analysis. 

They identified four measures of social vulnerability (low income, minority, no 

high school diploma, 65 and older) and how they are disproportionately affected 

by CC.  

 

Largely there is data that shows the disproportionate effects of CC to the 4 identified measures of 

social vulnerability. Follow up report will be live and available tomorrow at 11am EST.  

 

E. Other Updates from OAP 

a. Chris: American Innovations and Manufacturing Act (Allocation Rule; 

established baseline for production and reduction of chemicals), a Strategic 

Priority, released December 27th, provides for a phase down, cap and trade 

system, a class of chemicals  that are strong climate forcers. Along with methane, 

there is an urgent need for large reductions of these class chemicals if we want to 

keep the 1.5-degree climate agreement. 1st implementation of the rule; gave 270 

days to propose and finalize the first step down, 90% cap to make that happen. 

Sept 23rd is the deadline. More rules in this area to  come, something they want 

to involve and make aware of to NTAA. facilities may be near tribal lands; did a 

study that provides. Production and consumption will be reduced by 85% over the 

next 15 years for these same classes of chemicals. Kigali Amendment; high 

priority. 2nd step: create petitions, as a tool that allows EPA to do faster. Will be 

the onset of the new regulatory process. (No comments) 

 

Chris: “hit the ground sprinting”. Excited to work for leadership that believes in science. Deeply 

committed to their responsibility to share science and its impacts, and wants to expand, and 

deepen relationships. Want to put up stories from those impacted on their website to share info.  

  

https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/power-plants-and-neighboring-communities
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4:00 pm – 5:00 pm: U.S. EPA’s Office of Environmental Justice (OEJ) 

 

Invited guests include Matt Tejada and Danny Gogal 

 

A. Introductions 

 

B. Matt Tejada: Getting a lot of money and likely to see a lot more soon. Last 

Administration was seeing bump ups and enabled them to send grants for  local, tribal, 

territorial governments. APR also received from Congress.  Wanted to make sure they are 

funding tribal governments on EJ. Need to  have separate competitions for categories, 

state and tribal competitions.  Something NTAA has confirmed for them and are carrying 

forward. Hope they don't have to worry about that. $50 million is just an appetizer for 

greater amounts they will be likely to receive. Details up at the Hill right now. Specific 

set asides already laid out for tribal governments; would still want to extend other forms 

or grants and technical assistance support to Tribal governments. Hill has come asking 

for feedback on what they’re proposing for the reconciliation plan, American jobs plan, 

and for the FY. Make sure there is ample support for technical assistance and capacity 

building for local partners and to work with educational institutions like Tribal colleges. 

Not just available for community orgs but all local  governments, utility providers, 

service providers, stakeholders, etc., all to focus on community needs. Must provide 

support to those who can reach up and grab these resources. They and engage in and 

justice.  

 

C. ARP: $50 million in the air office, doing consultation. They did not have the same 

flexibility with the $50 million in the EJ office. They got 4 statutes; DERA ($7 million; 

to focus on EV buses as a pilot, more rebate based),  Brownfields ($5 million; job training 

and other assistance; $ doubled), the  rest of the $38 million for Safe Drinking Water Act 

and Clean Air Act (demonstrations, pilots, monitoring, education, organizing) for EJ $50 

million. AIEO wanted a set aside of money to support tribes to engage with Tribal 

communities; it will use one of the EJ small grants of $1.6 million.  Other technical 

assistance opportunities: for SDWA and CAA, is wildfire, responding to heat. 60 

different investments, each will have its own number for projects. Will fund close to 300 

programs across the country. 

 

 R5 Primary: Is it imperative to make known the needs?  

- Matt Tejada: a mixture of both; some are competitive, others are needs based.  

 

 R6 Primary: Need more money for CAA specific stuff, imaging it would be specific to a 

 certain section. R6 is interested in monitoring.  

  

D. ARP Allocations:  

a. $50,000,000, shall be for grants, contracts, and other agency activities that 

identify and address disproportionate environmental or public health harms and 

risks in minority populations or low-income populations under— 

• section 103(b) of the Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C. 7403(b)); 

• section 1442 of the Safe Drinking Water Act (42 U.S.C. 300j-1); 
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• section 104(k)(7)(A) of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, 

Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 (42 U.S.C. 9604(k)(7)(A)); and 

• sections 791 through 797 of the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (42 U.S.C. 

16131 through 16137); and 

 

b. $50,000,000 shall be for grants and activities authorized under subsections (a) 

through (c) of section 103 of the Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C. 7403) and grants and 

activities authorized under section 105 of such Act (42 U.S.C. 7405). 

  

c. Discussion on Justice 40: How do Tribes fit into that framework? 

Matt Tejada: they do not make the decisions on this; but what J40 is it doesn’t establish a 

specific pot of money. Each agency looks at all their programs to determine which fit the 

definition. DERA, Lead and drinking water, clean water state revolving fund, superfund remedial 

program, and brownfields. They’re supposed to figure out who it benefits and which to go to 

disadvantaged communities. CEQ and WH to identify this tool to delineate which/who is 

considered a disadvantaged community so that the 40% of resources can go to them. By Sept 17, 

it is supposed to report to CEQ, how many programs will go into the Justice 40.  

  

Danny Gogal: some thoughts on how tribes can speak to this; Indian country, tribal lands being 

included, can draw distinction between working with tribal governments and tribal communities. 

The term disadvantaged is being thrown in with uncertainty. There’s needs and challenges, 

within states there are many disadvantaged communities but not necessarily a disadvantaged 

state. 

  

R5 Primary: Buy-in-American, are there unintentional issues with EJ40? 

 

- Matt Tejada: EO didn’t realize the complexity that it provokes. So many 

strings and practices associated that need to be sorted out. Just at the very 

beginning of feeling our way through.  

  

Pat Childers: Remind NTAA to draw parallels about the agency as a whole looking at grants, 

hardship, agency is leaning towards inclusion to get automatic hardship under PPG. Trying to 

make efforts more available for Tribes. Benefits going towards inclusion of tribes with less 

restrictions.  

  

NTAA Project Director: The basic policy standard, having a tribal set aside, these policy 

standards that limit barriers; more people respond. These would help across media and not just 

air programs.  

- Danny Gogal: the challenges that exist with the application process and how 

they are crafted make it difficult. Once had a streamlined application process, 

can it be streamlined when working with federally recognized tribes? Has 

been a significant issue in the past. Something NTAA is interested in? (Yes!) 

 

Matt Tejada: EJ world really focused on Justice 40, only done a fraction amount of work on this 

and on EO. Multiple things that are driving the same issue. The multi-year strategic plan has a 

core goal on EJ and the commitment that the agency will sign up for. 1st week of October, the 
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strategic plan will be out and open for 6 weeks to get feedback from folks. Agency to finally 

have accountability to make these changes.  

  

E. Open Discussion 

a. Danny Gogal: started a EJ webinar series 10 months ago; topic covered received 

from Tribes, what was witnessed is a significant interest in these webinars from 

the federal family. 150 participants, meaningful engagement from the federal gov 

received more participants (>800). NEPA and EJ, over 1200 people registered! 

Sept. 15. Traditional Knowledge webinar (>1000 people registered) 

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/traditional-knowledge-federal-agencies-

considerations-tickets-166938309979 .  

 

Webinars are a great tool to engage with tribes and the interest of tribes. In November it will be 

on NEPA. Will host one in December on Justice 40. Other topics or ways to improve to reach out 

to Danny.  

 

R5 Alternate: They are short staffed and applied for DERA. Had a call with Lucita on why they 

didn’t get funded. One specific thing was that they needed to do a community meeting, 

procurement policies, etc. things like this are super helpful for tribes who are not experienced 

with grant writing.  

 

Pat Childers: DERA is something that EPA needs to simplify and educate trines on. Talk to 

TAMS on this and other issues that Brandy and Carol raised.  

 

Matt Tejada: EPA needs to provide capacity building and resources. It’s inequitable and unjust to 

have folks operate like that. 

 

R5 Primary: Are you looking to expand the EJ staff?  

- Matt Tejada: FY22 budget; $300 million just for the EJ program. Being 

treated like a national program. Hopeful that Congress will give a completely 

different level of support. Going to develop a national program guidance.  

 

Danny Gogal: recognize where they need to beef up their staffing. Able to do a fair amount of 

stuff he does, has been thinking about the need to get other staff to do the work. Demand for 

greater engagement and support.  

 

Matt Tejada: hope to have a whole team dedicated to just engaging with partners and tribal 

governments and entities.  

NTAA Project Director: How's it going with WH EJAC 

- Matt: WH has not run a federal advisory program; has a team just doing 

NEJAC and WEJAC. White House is still trying to figure it out but have been 

working with them. Getting closer to getting an active link between the two 

bodies.  

 

NTAA Project Director: Tribal summit happening in December; good to tie in the EJ 

conversation.  

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/traditional-knowledge-federal-agencies-considerations-tickets-166938309979
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/traditional-knowledge-federal-agencies-considerations-tickets-166938309979
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Danny Gogal: join the EJ listserv. Great time to sign up.  

  

5:00: End of Meeting 
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Andy Bessler X 

Mariah Ashley 
X 

Ryan Tsingine X 

 

 

 

NTAA EC VIRTUAL MEETING – DAY 4 

Thursday, September 2nd, 2021 

9:30 pm PT / 12:30 pm ET 

 

12:30 pm – 1:00 pm Tribal Caucus for NTAA EC Members Only 

A. Vote for NTAA Officers (if needed) 

  

1:00 pm – 2:45 pm: NTAA Business 

A. Approval of any membership applications:  

  None currently 

 

B. Review and Vote on NTAA EC Ex-Officio Nominations 

a. R10 Primary is unsure of the bylaw verbiage origins. Section 4 (ex-officio 

members). Not a part of EC when verbiage was drafted.  

- Ex-officio members maybe nominated by NTAA partners then approved 

by EC by consensus, or by the majority vote of NTAA principal members. 

- Ex-officio members granted full membership, but not voting rights with 

no financial assistance for NTAA meetings.  

 

  Some of the confusion has arisen from past conversations with then chair Will N.  

  stating  that some folks assumed they were ex-officio members but were never  

  voted on. They just assumed. Need to clarify if there any ex-officio members, or  

  do we need to vote/designate them.  

 

R5 Primary: What will be the role of ex-officio members? How will they be utilized?  

- Ex-officio members are invited to participate in NTAA meetings but with 

no financial assistance to get to meetings etc. If a vote came up, they could 

not vote.  

 

TAMS had ex-officio members like (David LaRoche) who let TAMS build themselves but 

would guide the SC when issues like grants and territories came up.  

 

Section 3, page 5 is the only other place ex-officio comes up. Anne Marie Role for example.  

 

R10 Primary: Motion to nominate Vallen Cook as TAMs SC ex-officio. R5 Alt. Seconds with 

the caveat (If he leaves TAMs we must renominate someone, not default). No discussions. R7 

Primary abstains. No objections. Motion Passes.   
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Ex-officio members do not have to be chosen today. If Pat from OAR wants to be made official, 

we can do that.  

 

R5 Primary wants NTAA control of the ex-officio’s and invite them, or if they nominate 

someone in their stead. That is ok.  

 

R7 Primary mentions that NTAA had this conversation before. NTAA were overstepping the 

boundaries in selecting nominees. Shouldn’t we have the confidence in our partners to nominate 

people for these positions? 

- That was brought up in the last D.C. meeting.  

 

C. NTAA year 3 plan and budget review 

a. NTAA operating on a 3-year grant cycle with $335,000 per year to operate as air 

quality policy analysis. 

- Due to COVID, there has been very little travel and a lot of the budget is 

devoted to in-person meetings.  

- Federal grants states exceeding 10% in budget categories, need to do a 

budget modification.  

- This year NAU accountants want to see the budget mod in the Y3 plan 

NTAA is submitting to EPA.  

- The $335,000 budget was reviewed by Scott Hansen. Not on call today.  

 

Pat (OAR) wants to clarify the budget mod being sent to the EPA officially for the full three-year 

plan. Must remember this is a competitive grant and you must be cautious not to stray from 

original workplan when doing a budget mod.  

- NTAA modified tasks, but still completed them. Added additional tasks in 

the context of the original workplan for a robust policy analysis for Tribes 

and clear communication and outreach to Tribes on AQ policy.  

 

First document. Detailed expenditure report.  

- A lot more contract work ($10,000 of annual budget). Traditional budget 

includes ($335,000/yr.), NAU takes out 30% indirectly.  

- Participation costs (travel) are not touched by indirect costs, participant 

costs in separate budget.  

- Anticipate things going back to normal, including travel costs and in-

person NTFAQ for next year, and salaries for Mariah, Ryan, and Andy.  

- Contractual cost is ($5,500). That is the budget coming into 2022, the last 

year funding of the three-year cycle.  

- Original salary budget ($235,000) will decrease that by ($5,000). Revised 

budget will be ($230,00). First two years of budget, does not include year 

three.  

 

Pat Childers: Proposal should be for year three over the three-year period the total sum.   

- Will be included in the third-year budget. Just explaining how funds 

moved in the first two years.  
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NTAA Project Director: The big one will be original professional outside service budgeted for 

two years ($22,000). 

- Increase by ($113,000), Revied budget is now ($135,000). Will cover 

BNA, and videos.  

- The participant cost was originally ($85,000) but decreased by ($65,000), 

keeping ($20,000).  

- Domestic travel is staff travel and decreased as well.  

- Indirect also decreased. Taking money from other categories covered 

under indirect.   

- ($670,000) is still the same total but need to show where the money is 

taken out of. Mainly from EC travel and contractual.  

 

Pat Childers: If you did travel, you were not going to do a BNA? Be prepared for potential 

questions (i.e., BNA and travel costs). Did BNA because we were not able to meet Tribes in-

person, wellness check.  

 

NTAA Project Director: Budget report summary going back to the end of September (end of the 

grant period). Done when Dara was still with us (Dara paid out until mid-August). 

- Under participant travel is zeroed out.  

- ($135,000) for contract work put into purchasing order pot of money for 

Laura M., Joy W., Bill A., Bill D., and Jill Grant Law Firm they can draw 

from that pot of money.  

 

Pat Childers: Grant is supposed to be for ‘cost incurred’. That is not a cost incurred. 

Encumbering it.  

- After the grant, we can close out and can be returned to EPA.  

- Be sure you think through it and makes sure answers are in line of the 

grant. 

 

($67,000) encumbered. Will still have ($~28,000) from years one and two that can be used in 

year three. If additional tasks needing $ we have some flexibility. Have funds that can be used 

moving forward. Have the three-year grant covered and budget balanced. In terms of staffing 

(when Dara left), hiring full-time for year three, but after that will be tough to keep them on. 

Stick with Ryan. He can carry on in budget past year three. If we get more money past year 

three, we can be a sustainable organization.  

 

Mehrdad (ITEP): Point out on the year three budget is the operations section. 

- NTFAQ budget for year three is ($15,000), but maybe lower than what is 

budgeted in the previous year.  

- Hopeful next year’s meeting will be in person. Just letting you know that 

number is low. We do share the cost with the AAQTP grant. We have cost 

shares from other sources just don’t know what that will look like. 

 

River spirit casino in Tulsa, OK, still have a contract with them from 2020. They should be able 

to work with us on food costs etc. 
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Pat Childers: 103 is non-competitive. Flexibility to change work tasks. But this is a competitive 

grant. Make sure the work plan is still the original assignments. Just need to be prepared to 

justify the work tasks that are being mod. All tasks that are modified due to COVID but are still 

the original work plans.  

- Watch where grants are being selective for workplans.  

 

Mehrdad (ITEP): In the year three budget proposals, have three in-person meetings. Are the in-

person meetings flexible regarding COVID? 

- From planning perspectives for Jan, and Feb meetings need those 

decisions made at least three months in advance.  

- Moving target. Reservations are still locked down.  

- Earlier Jan. meeting is in DC, or at least should be. Still must investigate 

COVID travel restrictions. Tribes are all different. The first meeting will 

be the EPA responsibilities. 

 

Pat Childers: Original plan is the Feb meeting in DC. January we may start going to the office. 

Every grant is one trip to Alaska for the three-year grant.  

 

Mehrdad (ITEP): Still having trouble locking down a hotel contract that must be done soon, but 

still very uncertain. We are putting in contingencies, if we cannot have in-person training what 

are we going to offer in place. 

 

R6 Primary: Would it be possible to extend the grant because of COVID?  

- No cost extension allowed. Can’t say because we have money left over, 

must say we work tasks were interrupted by COVID. Something to that 

degree that the IG can look at it favorably.  

 

EPA and NAU communication happen through the Office of Special Projects contact with each 

other on budget modifications of grants. Make sure the language is the same before we send it 

off to the EPA. In terms of the next in-person meeting we did a survey if folks wanted in-person 

or virtual. We can address that later. 

 

D. Update on NTAA Baseline Needs Assessment 

Contractors Sydney and Jillian sent out an email stating the survey is ready. We would send it 

out to our listserv to get out to as many parties as possible. Have a message from the EC chair for 

the survey. Sent an email to Sydney to make sure Tribes/Tribal is capitalized. Just making sure if 

there are any concerns before it goes out to the public are addressed.  

 

AK Alternate Rep.: Recap what the BNA is?  

- To connect with Tribes better to understand what Tribes need in terms of 

their air program or if they even have an air program for all federally 

recognized Tribes. Air Quality focused.  

 

R5 Primary: If you are trying to find out where Tribes are out now, results will be skewed. 

Maybe have three separate questions. Where did the Tribes progress, or where did the tribes 

regress? 
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- #13. If your Tribes have a history with these grants, explain the history. 

When did your tribes have these grants?   

 

R5 Primary: Have you ever used GAP or currently using that? At least at that point, you can find 

out the progression and regression.  

- Adding three more questions on 103, 105, and GAP. Shows progression. 

Received in the past, going to receive it, or going to apply.  

- Work with Brandy on the language. Also asking for a narrative of what 

can happen if we have funding or do not receive funding.   

 

R1 Primary:  A printout after completing the survey? The reason I want a printout is that I want 

to remember what I responded to for record-keeping.  

- Will ask, if possible, to get a printout upon completion.  

 

Pat Childers: The BNA should be done for Tribes by Tribes. If this is going to influence the 

government then we should stop the process, then do an ICR. Follow ITEP’s approach with the 

TAMs SC on their needs assessment and how that drives their activities.  

 

R10 Primary suggests the information gathered be put in the 2022 STAR or brought up at the 

next NTFAQ. This is for the Tribes not the federal government. We have the data to support 

what we have been saying about Indian Country all along. Indian Country voice echoed.   

 

Pat Childers: Wondering if these answers can be answered by a Freedom of Information Act 

(FOIA) since they are grants-related. No mention of monitoring or emission inventories. Tough 

question to ask. Very money based. The first half can be answered in an FOA request. Can do 

two tools together.  

 

R1 Primary: More questions for IT support and data management tools. Tribal ELC voiced this 

concern.  

 

R5 Primary: #22, Sensors, monitoring, strategic planning etc. Many times, Tribes are so busy 

they do not think long-term. If you put something like EI then they may be more responsive. A 

list that covers monitors, EI, IAQ, etc. Another question, Why are Tribes concerned about it?  

- Can add a question there after #22 with a checkbox with “here some 

ideas” and “what are your suggestions”. Sensors, IAQ mitigation, wildfire 

monitoring, some low-hanging fruit questions.  

 

  NTAA Project Director: #24, see if there is anything missing there? How do  

  Tribal governments define this work? Human resources to address air quality.  

- Leech Lake would say NR division of which air quality is a department of 

which air quality is a program. What is the question hoping to get out of 

it? Does not give any real data. 

- Maybe have a yes or no box. Ask Sydney to make #25 In line with 

question 24.  

 

R5 Primary: Ask about the retention and turnover rate we see in Indian Country. 
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- Regarding turnover, when you have a lack of training can have a huge 

impact on morale and why people quit.   

- Can make apart of #30. 

- Intimidated by the language. Many folks hired without proper training can 

be scared to answer.  

- Can make apart of #30. We are experiencing A) lack of training B) non-

competitive salary C) Language in terms of acronyms (i.e. GAP, 103, and 

105).  

 

  NTAA Project Director: #32, anything missing here? Say non-applicable.  

- Have Chris Lee come on the next call to explain what AAQTP and TAMs 

done in his past survey? Maybe join both surveys.  

- Chris lee is going over the results from the TAMs needs assessment and 

hoping to have a report to share with SC in October. Once it is presented 

there, we can share the results with you as well. Around 50 Tribes did the 

survey.  

- Add radon in #32. Call it radon reduction. Don’t use mitigation.  

   

  NTAA Project Director: #34 and 35 (Ambient AQ), anything missing?  

- Point sources should be title 5.  

- Keep as point source. Too confusing for some regarding minor sources.    

- Add woodstove smoke 

- Add a cruise ship category.  

  

2:45 pm – 3:00 pm: 15-minute break 

  

3:00 pm – 4:00 pm: Conference Call with NTAA Member Tribes 

A. Member Call Agenda 

 

B. Welcome and Roll Call 

 

a. Summary of NTAA EC Virtual Meeting with EPA Leadership  

EC members, R5, R6, R10 Primary Reps updated members on EPA meetings.  

 

R10 Primary: important that tribes fill out the BNA that NTAA is sending out to all 573 federally 

recognized tribes. Helpful for EPA leadership to show through the data tribal needs. 

 

Lisa Gover: Will NTAA be preparing a sample letter to EPA regarding the tribal consultation in 

OK?  

- Not at this time, for OK specific tribes. 

 

R6 Primary: more to McGirt there was a white paper on this decision and how that impacts tribal 

environmental programs. 

 

Leroy Williams: We know that Tribes are A-Z in sizes, regulations, populations; a lot of 

representations on behalf of Tribes are complicated in times like this. It’s going to be difficult to 
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cover all areas. We are confronted with metropolitan areas in Phoenix. Be considerate of what’s 

going to be coming. Don’t want to be faced with issues of designation. Curious how this is going 

to be laid out, it encompassed many things like technical trainings.  

  

NTAA Project Director: BNA is trying to capture the full range of what tribes are doing for AQ 

work. There are divergent needs, AQ threats because there are tribes all around the country. 

We’re trying to capture that all to better serve tribes around the country.  

 

R5 Primary: Regardless of the assessment, that’s why it's important to be in contact with regional 

reps to bring up the different concerns from tribes. The more we can share with you and what is 

coming down the pipe the more you can share with us your concerns, positive or negative 

comments. A good point to make. Really encourage everyone to take the Baseline Needs 

Assessment.  

 

C. Updates on NTAA work and NTAA workgroups: 

a. IAQ 

Ernie will be leaving as NTAA IAQ WG co-lead. Will look to the EC, R1 Rep might be 

interested in taking the lead. The WG is working EPA on their resource directory.  

 

b. Mobile Sources 

Revisit previous calls; encourage anyone interested to join their calls. After the last call, heard 

from EPA on abandoned vehicles. July focused on the DERA grant with Lucita Valiere. 

September call we’ll hear from OTAQ on the smart wave program and revised light duty gas 

reduction.  

 

c. Wood Smoke 

Next call will be on September 23rd. White Paper, Bill Droessler creating a guide to best 

practices for wood burning stoves.  

 

d. STAR 

Will start in December to begin working on the STAR 2022.  

  

e. NTFAQ 

Moving forward with an in-person conference in May 2022. May have to do a hybrid depending 

on where things are with COVID.  

  

f. NTAA Member Tribe Feedback 

Send NTAA an email to provide feedback and keep a look out for the BNA.  

  

g. Adjourn 

 Carol Kriebs  

NTAA  Chair 

This document has been Approved on 12/3/2021 
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